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Introduction
The Multiplier Event organized by Istituto dei Sordi di Torino in the building of the Foundation (viale San
Pancrazio 65 – 10044 Pianezza) was held on the 2nd of December 2021. It involved 25 students from the
University of Torino: they are at their last year of the educational course, that means that within an year they
will be teachers and educators working with people with disability. The event took place in the internal library
of the Institute in order to talk about both the project itself (how to work with mignants and with migrants with
disabilities) and the accessibility of books (how to produce accessible materials in order to include all, regardless
of disability or culture).
Bullet points:
•
•
•
•
•

People with disability and/or multiple disabilities;
Migrants with disabilities;
Discrimination;
Accessibility in educational contexts;
Accessibility of materials (books, videos, culture…).

Agenda & Logistics
On the 2nd of December 2021, from 2.30 to 5.30 PM, in the internal library of the Turin Institute for the Deaf,
took place the Multiplier Event (E4) of the Italian partner of the project “inclEUsion”.
25 students from the University of Torino participated: the University was invited by the Institute since the topic
of the project is in line with the course of Education.
AGENDA:
14.30 – Arrival in the Institute and welcome with the explaination of the history of the Institute.
15.00 – Move to the library, visit and multiplier event of the project “InclEUsion”.
17.00 – 17.30 End of the meeting and questions.

Profiles of the participants
The Multiplier Event (E4 – Italy) involved 25 students from the University of Torino: they are at their last year
of the educational course, that means that within an year they will be teachers and educators working with
people with disability.
The ME allowed the discussion on practical topics of real educational work with people and migrants with
disability. Two educators of the Institute were involved in order to talk about their experiences: the Turin
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Institute for the Deaf realized a wide increase of the number of people with disabilities coming from migratory
countries and, consequentially, improved the competences and skills on the topic.

Promotion of the event
We disseminated the event internally with the University of Torino. No post on Facebook was needed since
from the very beginning the group of people interested was organized and due to Covid-19 restrictions we
didn’t wasn’t more than 25 people in the event. So, the multiplier organization engaged was the University of
Torino with the students of the last year of the degree course in Education.

Feedback on the event
The event had really good feedback: the students were enthusiastic and really interested in the topic of the
project. They stated that during University lessons they usually don’t have the chance to discuss such subjects.
University is still a “theoretical” place and having the chance to visit an organization, talk directly to people
involved in projects and educational contexts is a great opportunity.
Some students talked about their little experiences and asked many interesting questions regarding disability
and interculturality.

Conclusions
To conclude, the ME was really interesting both for them (the students) and us (Istituto dei Sordi): they had the
chance of touching with hands the educational work with people and migrants with disabilities and we had the
chance to show our work within the project, receive feedbacks (all really positive) and understand that the topic
of the project is something about we have to talk more everyday.

Annexes
Compulsory annexes:
✓ Proof of attendance to the multiplier event: List of participants specifying the name, date, and place
of the multiplier event.
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✓ Agenda.
✓ Evaluation questionnaire of the event: https://forms.gle/BPCzjaE7qGZ3dwjV8 .
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